
A STREETCAR NAMED

DESIRE



MINOR CHARACTERS, MAJOR DEVICES

Why have minor characters at all?

the chorus and its evolution

How juxtaposition works

technical synergy

contrast and comparison

tension

Characters and their roles



WHY?

What function do minor 
named characters fulfil?

If  interaction is the root of  
drama, shouldn’t the 
dynamism between two main 
characters be sufficient?



AND NOW FOR SOMETHING A 
LITTLE DIFFERENT



The original ‘supporting cast’: the Greek chorus

Voice of  society, also reason and tradition

Creating a sense of  setting and atmosphere





A LESSON IN PERSPECTIVE

How
do we

see

OURSELVES?



PERSPECTIVE

Some of  what the other characters say can shed light on the truth of  
conflicting claims:

STELLA: “I don’t believe all of  those stories... It’s possible that 
some of  the things he said are partly true. There are things about 
my sister I don’t approve of  -- things that caused sorrow at home.” 
Sc VII, p61

STELLA: “You didn’t know Blanche as a girl. Nobody... was as 
tender and trusting as she was. But people like you abused her, and 
forced her to change.” Sc VIII, p68

BLANCHE: “Do you remember Shep Huntleigh? [STELLA 
shakes her head] Of  course you remember Shep Huntleigh.”



While in other instances, a character’s lines may reveal 
hidden depths about themselves...

“And if  God choose, / I shall love but thee better -- after -- 
death!” p29

MITCH: “She says to go out, so I go, but I don’t enjoy it. 
All the while I keep wondering how she is.” Sc III, p25

MITCH: “There’s a story connected with that... It’s a 
pretty sad one.” Sc III, p28



And others

MITCH: “We was together in the Two-forty-first.” 
Sc VI, p55

STANLEY: “Mitch is a buddy of  mine. We were in 
the same outfit together -- Two-forty-first 
Engineers... I’d have that on my conscience the rest 
of  y life if  I knew all that stuff  and let my best friend 
get caught! ... He’s not going to jump in a tank with 
a school of  sharks.” Sc VII, p63



What these characters say about themselves and others suggests 
an ‘interior life’: that they are minor to us only due to lack of  
exposure. They are as compellingly human as Blanche and 
Stanley.

MITCH: “You... you... you... 
Brag... brag... bull... bull.” Sc XI, 
p82

MITCH: “You! You done all this, 
all o’ your God damn interfering 
with things you-- I’ll kill you!”

OTHELLO: “O, 
monstrous! Monstrous!”

OTHELLO: “O, blood, 
blood, blood!”



WHY?

What is the point of  having well-developed minor characters? Is it 
important to us that they appear to be people? 

Complicates the matter of  society and the individual

EUNICE: “I wouldn’t mind if  you’d stay down at the Four 
Deuces, but you always going up... You hit me! I’m gonna call 
the police!” Sc 5, p42

Remember the Four Deuces? The sailor was looking for it in Sc 
1... 

EUNICE and her sorrows are audible, public, and common



but also a part of  life in the French Quarter

STANLEY’s promise to Stella (“It’s all gonna be all right 
after she goes and after you’ve had the baby”, Sc VIII p66) 
is punctuated by “their upstairs neighbours (being) heard 
bellowing laughter at something”. 

The reconciliation between Eunice and Steve not only 
suggests the normality of  the Kowalskis’ volatility,

but their audibility also underscores the intrusive of  
society: their lives aren’t private, but shared



So although we have some evidence that STANLEY is 
never going to change...

EUNICE: “I hope they do haul you in and turn the 
fire hose on you, same as the last time!” Sc 3, 
p32

STANLEY’s behaviour is recurrent, cyclical, and 
habitual, but this pattern is a part of  life in the 
French Quarter

is his savagery at odds or in accord with the setting?



TECHNICALITY

Many of  the structures and designs in the play rely 
upon juxtaposition at their core:

the literary devices we teach are not meant to be 
discrete and exclusive, but rather function 
synergistically

minor case-in-point: the animal images are not only 
intended to reflect one particular character’s role, but 
their relationships to others



BLANCHE



STANLEY



MITCH



A motif might be described as a sort of  meta-device: a 
technique that is used, that together with repetition 
and juxtaposition gains additional significance



how does he 
relate to the 
other motifs 
(light, animals)?

symbolic 
associations? 

Capricorn?

name? accent?



Ultimately, it is the relationship between characters (major 
and minor) that creates both plot and atmosphere

Points of  opposition are necessary for tension: most 
commonly created through repetition, contrast and 
juxtaposition

Repetition necessary for creation of  a motif must be 
analysed with sensitivity to context

ie STANLEY’s smashing of  lightbulbs on his wedding 
night, the kitchen setting for the poker game


